Assessing CMT cell line stability by two dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry based proteome analysis.
Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2-D PAGE) followed by mass spectrometric identification of the proteins in the protein spots has become a central tool in proteomics. CMT167(H), CMT64(M) and CMT170(L) cell lines, selected from a spontaneous mouse lung adenocarcinoma, with high-, middle- or low-metastatic potential have been characterized in vivo. In this study, the comprehensive protein expression profiles of the CMT cell lines were analyzed at passages 5, 15 and 35 in order to assess the cell line stability. During the passages 5 to 15, the expression profiles of CMT cells remained reasonably stable as evidenced by only 0.7%, 3.9% and 1.1% proteins changed in CMT167(H), CMT64(M) and CMT170(L) respectively. However, the number of differentially expressed proteins were considerably increased at passage 35 in CMT64(M) and CMT170(L) while CMT167(H) remained stable. Based on our selection criteria, 22, 109 and 84 spots in CMT167(H), CMT64(M) and CMT170(L) were selected for protein identification by MS and 99 unique proteins were identified. Bioinformatics analysis indicated that most of these proteins participate in cellular metabolism. In conclusion, proteomics was found to be a useful tool for assessing differences in cell line stability. This approach provided a tool to select the best cell line and optimal subculture period for studies of cancer related phenomena and for testing the effect of potential anticancer drugs.